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There were: 108 possible respondents. Responses are on a 6 (Strongly Agree) - 1 (Strongly Disagree) scale.
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The course materials were helpful in meeting course
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9% (5)2% (1)5% (3)5.115.184.965.035.1454%58The course content was well organized.3
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The course material was very helpful and the book was interesting and easy to understand. And improvement to the lay out of the class would be not having weekly
quizzes and participation points as this is a COLLEGE class.

The class was very organized and the information was presented well.

The weekly quizzes and reaction paper,and the key points for each week

I thought the videos were effective and interesting.I also think lectures were good overall.

The course is unnecessarily harder than other classes teaching the same subject however it was still organized and presented well.

Eh, it's a gen ed. Couldn't have gone much better.

easy, short

to many questions!!! she did a good job at first i didn't understand what to study so i was failing then we talked and she helped me out so i went back up to a B.

POWER POINT IS BORING.

I liked it days that the lecture was broken up. Days that it was over an hour straight of lecture at high speeds got pretty rough. I couldn't even take notes fast enough
sometimes.

Made me like economics

The class was clearly stated.

Question: Comments on course effectiveness

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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Instructor made the subject approachable.STRENIO

Jacqueline was very kind and understandable. She was ALWAYS willing to help students and to answer any question they might have itSTRENIO

Maybe try and be more interactive. When you do ask questions, ask questions we might be able to answer.STRENIO

was very receptive to any thoughts or questions from students. if she couldn't answer a question she researched it for the next class. very good jobSTRENIO

Hint to the fact that you don't need the stupid 300 dollar textbook. The instructer provides more than enough material to do well.STRENIO

Very available to students after hours. Always quickly responded to emails, etc. Very pleasant to work with.STRENIO

The majority of the time when asked questions. She would say... Hmmmmm... im not sure I'll check on that and let you know next class... Very rarely was a
question actually answered with the information.

STRENIO

yep she was dope. i got a crap ton of extra credit. sometime though i felt like i was being fed too much info.STRENIO

easy, shortSTRENIO

I liked Jacki a Lot! She was always available for help, responded immediately to emails and questions.STRENIO

I understand that presentation slides and notes are about the only way to present this material, but it was very hard to sit and take notes for an hour and 20 minutes.
Not Jacki's fault, but made the class difficult, hard to continually pay atention

STRENIO

Perhaps stop getting into groups because it's hard to communicate and do assignments with members because of the way the desks are positioned.STRENIO

She encouraged questions and group workSTRENIO

Jacki did a great job of taking a very complex subject and teaching it in a way that even the freshman could understand. On top of that she is very friendly and
helpful if you needed extra help. I think she has a bright future in teaching.

STRENIO

Class was well organized, but the way the material was presented made it seem very unappealingSTRENIO

She was always encouraging participation and questions. Presented the information exceptionally well.STRENIO

Everytime I came to class I knew what to expect, a powerpoint and long drawn out lectureSTRENIO

The teacher worked hard to be a good teacher! I think that she was really good at doing research and made me happy.STRENIO

Question: Instructor Comments

Loved the group work & slideshows.

There were good reviews and the test always reflected what we learned.

Jackie has an effective way of teaching. Let us read the lesson in the text book, then going over it in class. While this is helpful, this also presents a problem. Why
come to class if you don't have to?

I felt as though more depth needed to be given to topics. I did not feel like each topic we learned was explored fully enough. More homework assignments may have
kept the course content relative, but I felt that I had a hard time learning concepts.

Everything!

Lectures and PowerPoint slides were very organized which helped me to understand the course materials.

Make relatable. Funer

1: There were power point each class so it easy to take notes. 2: The class had a very friendly atmosphere.

learned about economics

helped me learn a great deal about todays economy. and the speed of the course was just right.

Class was easy to understand and the group things made you know students in the class

The quizzes and lighter load for chapter reading was very effective for me.

The book was able to cover material easily and present concepts effectively. Videos and movies correlated with the course material effectively.

-The lecture slides were extremely helpful -The review before the exam were great when preparing for the exam

I liked that you always went over the chapters more in depth and gave us examples.

I learned a lot about the U.S. economy and it aided in my understanding of economics. I also liked how the lecture followed the readings from the book.

- Documentaries (History Channel) - Articles

Interesting lectures, relevant discussion.

It was incredibly immersive. I would make it a little easier to view the videos, but that's it.

Perfect slides to study with, also the movies really strengthen the knowledge of the weekly subject. The class groups were AWFUL. A TERRIBLE IDEA. They
helped with nothing and were more burdensome than anything else.

having the slides running all the time were very helpful the movies were very imformative

I enjoyed the reaction papers and having to think how everything related to economics. I also enjoyed group discussions

The material was more just history rather than economic history
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She was patient and cared about her students.STRENIO

I liked how the instructor encouraged class participation. Her assignments followed the readings and quizzes very well.STRENIO

You got us engaged in how economics was relevant.STRENIO

-She was knowledgeable on a lot of things concerning economics when someone asked a question that was not necessarily related to the subject we were onSTRENIO

Concepts were thoroughly explained so that they could easily be grasped by the students. Material was clearly presented and explained in detail.STRENIO

She encouraged lots of questions that brought on good discussions. She always had a plan laid out for each class which greatly helped my focus.STRENIO

She wasn't afraid to say that he didn't know something and tried to find the answer to the question she didn't knowSTRENIO

She showed great knowledge of the material and since she was close to the same age as most of us, she could relate to us personally.STRENIO

gave the information in a good organized way and she was there when you had a questionSTRENIO

1: She was very easy to understand and fallow 2: She was very understanding and was very open to any suggestion, idea, and opinion about her clad and what was
being taught in class.

STRENIO

dont stand there and talk for a hour and a half make class fun a littleSTRENIO

The instructor was very kind and took the time to help me excel in class when I needed it. She also asked for opinions, questions, and comments throughout the
lecture which helped me understand different points of view.

STRENIO

Her presentation of the prepared material. Her offers for extra credit.STRENIO

PowerpointsSTRENIO

Long lectures were an issue for me. I have a hard time sitting and listening for that long. The movies were a great idea, however.STRENIO

Jacki always answered questions.STRENIO

Loved how she always involved us students. Maybe more quizes on the readings.STRENIO
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University of Utah
Spring 2014, ECON 1740 US Economic History Section 70
Instructor: STRENIO, JACQUELINE (Primary) Results rolled up with child course(s): ECON 174 70

There were: 5 possible respondents. Responses are on a 6 (Strongly Agree) - 1 (Strongly Disagree) scale.

100%
(3)

5.265.275.035.13660%3Overall, this was an effective instructor. (STRENIO)15

100%
(3)

5.345.345.165.24660%3
The instructor was available for consultation with students.
(STRENIO)

14

100%
(3)

5.375.375.175.30660%3
The instructor encouraged student opinions and
participation.  (STRENIO)

13

100%
(3)

5.445.445.225.30660%3
The instructor demonstrated thorough knowledge of the
subject.  (STRENIO)

12

100%
(3)

5.385.395.195.27660%3
The instructor created/supported a classroom environment
that was respectful. (STRENIO)

11

100%
(3)

5.175.194.935.03660%3
The instructor presented course content effectively.
(STRENIO)

10

100%
(3)

5.245.275.035.09660%3The instructor was organized. (STRENIO)9

100%
(3)

5.135.164.905.02660%3Overall, this was an effective course.7

100%
(3)

5.145.164.934.99660%3I learned a great deal in this course.6

100%
(3)

5.215.265.035.19660%3
Assignments and exams reflected what was covered in the
course.

5

100%
(3)

5.145.184.915.04660%3
The course materials were helpful in meeting course
objectives.

4

100%
(3)

5.155.204.965.03660%3The course content was well organized.3

100%
(3)

5.245.285.015.14660%3The course objectives were met.2

100%
(3)

5.265.295.035.15660%3The course objectives were clearly stated.1
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She had a vast knowledge of the subject. Lectures were explained in great detail and easily understood. Awesome teacher, I learned so much from her.STRENIO

She made the classroom a comfortable place to be which is key for asking questions. She answered all questions in detail and in several ways until it clicked in my
mind. I would definitely take more courses from this instructor. I have only good things to say about her.

STRENIO

Question: Instructor Comments

The course material and content was very thorough. Great teaching skills.

The lecture slides were very helpful in preparing for exams. Reviewing for the exams during lecture is very beneficial because there is a lot of content covered per
exam.

Question: Comments on course effectiveness

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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Summer 2014, ECON 1740 US Economic History Section 1
Instructor: STRENIO, JACQUELINE (Primary)

University of Utah

There were: 29 possible respondents. Responses are on a 6 (Strongly Agree) - 1 (Strongly Disagree) scale.

80%
(20)

8% (2)12% (3)5.315.305.085.135.3286%25Overall, this was an effective instructor. (STRENIO)15

76%
(19)

12% (3)4% (1)8% (2)5.355.335.185.245.3286%25
The instructor was available for consultation with students.
(STRENIO)

14

72%
(18)

16% (4)4% (1)8% (2)5.395.355.175.305.2886%25
The instructor encouraged student opinions and
participation.  (STRENIO)

13

68%
(17)

16% (4)4% (1)4% (1)8% (2)5.435.395.185.305.286%25
The instructor demonstrated thorough knowledge of the
subject.  (STRENIO)

12

76%
(19)

12% (3)4% (1)8% (2)5.405.385.165.275.3286%25
The instructor created/supported a classroom environment
that was respectful. (STRENIO)

11

72%
(18)

12% (3)4% (1)4% (1)8% (2)5.235.245.065.035.286%25
The instructor presented course content effectively.
(STRENIO)

10

72%
(18)

16% (4)4% (1)8% (2)5.275.295.115.095.2886%25The instructor was organized. (STRENIO)9

73%
(19)

15% (4)12% (3)5.195.185.005.025.2790%26Overall, this was an effective course.7

72%
(18)

8% (2)8% (2)4% (1)8% (2)5.195.174.994.995.286%25I learned a great deal in this course.6

81%
(21)

4% (1)4% (1)4% (1)8% (2)5.245.235.045.195.3590%26
Assignments and exams reflected what was covered in the
course.

5

76%
(19)

12% (3)4% (1)4% (1)4% (1)5.195.205.075.045.4486%25
The course materials were helpful in meeting course
objectives.

4

69%
(18)

19% (5)4% (1)8% (2)5.195.215.025.035.2790%26The course content was well organized.3

76%
(19)

16% (4)4% (1)4% (1)5.265.265.055.145.4886%25The course objectives were met.2

77%
(20)

12% (3)4% (1)8% (2)5.265.245.055.155.3590%26The course objectives were clearly stated.1
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Pptx and some readings

she is so nice teacher

Presenting current economy event.

The powerpoint presentations clearly emphasized and explained the most relevant and critical information from the textbook. The in-class activities encouraged
active and interesting student participation and learning.

The reviews before tests were very helpful! Good amount of assignments.

I really enjoyed this class. It was interesting and fun. Looking at U.S. History from the economics side was cool!

It took a business and hisotrical perspective on ecnomincs

The time is good. The discussion group is good.

Files on canvas and handouts given out during the class

I liked that the instructor found sources beyond the text to teach the course--video clips, articles, student opinions, experiences, etc. I also liked that students were
able to research and present ideas that interested them.

The activities in the class were helpful enough to get the point across without becoming a distraction.

The subject matter was clearly stated and taught in a fun and interesting way.

Question: Comments on course effectiveness

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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I had no choice in being dropped, it was the university in my opinion being obtuse and greedy. I made one small clerical mistake in applying for a loan and the
university was just oh so kind... First not letting me even explain my situation and wanting 30% (of money I didn't have) just to continue the conversation. I know
whoever reads this doesn't care and has no influence, but maybe it's time the university rethinks some policies.

Question: Further comments about finances

Possibly to incorporate more discussion (could be easier if class was longer). Very available for talking out of class. Graded quickly and always responded to
emails.

STRENIO

Made a 3 hour class fun, younger teacher so could relate moreSTRENIO

very goodSTRENIO

She speak very clearly.STRENIO

Good preparing and good proofSTRENIO

Jacki Strenio was a great instructor. If I ever had questions she always took time to full explain the answer. She was always on time and organized. Miss Strenio was
very knowledgeable about this subject and the class was always interesting!

STRENIO

Available for questions. Very helpfulSTRENIO

The instructor's true passion and enthusiasm for the subject as well as the material was highly visible. This directly effected her teaching style and encouraged the
students to develop a similar interest and desire to learn more about the subject. The instructor's knowledge about the subject was also clearly visible. As confusing,
controversial, or off topic student's questions appeared, the instructor consistently provided accurate and relevant answers and information. Definitely one of the
most interesting courses I have at the U.

STRENIO

I thought the professor is really what made this class. United States Econ History does not sound like the most interesting class but the professor really presented the
information clearly to the students.

STRENIO

Effective communicator and gave good clear lecturesSTRENIO

The worksheet is helpful. She answered our questions patiently.STRENIO

Makes a uninteresting topic as interesting as possibleSTRENIO

She made class interactive and wanted the students to practically apply a concept through activities. She also was a very effective communicator, breaking down
difficult economic ideas. I enjoyed her positive and dynamic teaching style.

STRENIO

She knew what she was taking about and made it relevant to modern times, and she was extremely organized.STRENIO

Great attitude and genuine interestSTRENIO

Question: Instructor Comments

Knowledgeable teacher, powerpoint lectures availability to students was very helpful

The teacher was always very available to talk over points made in class or even extending content further than what was mentioned in class. May have been too
much information for such a short term.
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Fall 2014, ECON 1740 US Economic History Section 3
Instructor: STRENIO, JACQUELINE (Primary)

University of Utah

There were: 67 possible respondents. Responses are on a 6 (Strongly Agree) - 1 (Strongly Disagree) scale.

64%
(25)

26%
(10)

8% (3)3% (1)5.215.204.945.135.4658%39Overall, this was an effective instructor. (STRENIO)15

59%
(23)

26%
(10)

10% (4)3% (1)3% (1)5.295.285.095.245.3358%39
The instructor was available for consultation with students.
(STRENIO)

14

60%
(24)

30%
(12)

8% (3)3% (1)5.325.295.075.305.4260%40
The instructor encouraged student opinions and
participation.  (STRENIO)

13

59%
(23)

33%
(13)

3% (1)3% (1)3% (1)5.425.395.175.305.4158%39
The instructor demonstrated thorough knowledge of the
subject.  (STRENIO)

12

58%
(23)

30%
(12)

5% (2)3% (1)5% (2)5.345.355.145.275.2560%40
The instructor created/supported a classroom environment
that was respectful. (STRENIO)

11

67%
(26)

21% (8)8% (3)5% (2)5.125.134.875.035.3858%39
The instructor presented course content effectively.
(STRENIO)

10

68%
(27)

20% (8)5% (2)8% (3)5.195.214.965.095.3260%40The instructor was organized. (STRENIO)9

57%
(21)

32%
(12)

3% (1)3% (1)5% (2)5.085.104.855.025.2455%37Overall, this was an effective course.7

53%
(20)

32%
(12)

11% (4)5% (2)5.085.114.864.995.2157%38I learned a great deal in this course.6

61%
(23)

21% (8)11% (4)3% (1)5% (2)5.175.235.055.195.2457%38
Assignments and exams reflected what was covered in the
course.

5

62%
(23)

30%
(11)

3% (1)3% (1)3% (1)5.085.154.935.045.4355%37
The course materials were helpful in meeting course
objectives.

4

61%
(23)

29%
(11)

3% (1)3% (1)5% (2)5.095.144.915.035.3257%38The course content was well organized.3

57%
(21)

32%
(12)

3% (1)3% (1)5% (2)5.195.224.995.145.2755%37The course objectives were met.2

50%
(19)

37%
(14)

3% (1)11% (4)5.185.214.955.155.0557%38The course objectives were clearly stated.1
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The extra credit that was offered is amazing not because it rescues grades but it brings everything learned in this course together.

Response Papers Group Discussions

I did not enjoy having to do group activities, lectures being available online was also a double edged sword.

Everythingg

There best part of this course was the in class activities by fast. By keeping the class engaged and working in groups it really helped the material stick with me. Also
the reviews and short answer questions in the quizzes and tests really made you think and we were able to use our own words about our understanding and were
written in a way I could easily understand and respond to.

Really liked the powerpoints and activities during class

The course was great and the material was useful.

A lot of discussions that make students concentrate more on the information.

Jacqueline Strenio presented the material in an exciting manner, that really helped me to fully understand the material. She also had open class discussions on
certain topics that were great for thinking about the content of the material. I thought these discussions and activities were more effective in learning than a lot of
book work.

JACKIE'S teaching style was Exelent. The 3 hour class went by very fast and I found my self looking forward to her lectures.

I was glad that there was more than just lecturing, and that not all tests and assignments were based solely on the book.

Question: Comments on course effectiveness

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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she was able to explain everything wellSTRENIO

I found the moments in which she asked for student opinions during subjects in relation to modern-day events was really effective. It kept us engaged and not just
falling asleep in our seats. I also liked the additional material she would give us to read. It made the lessons more interesting.

STRENIO

She is very understanding and a great teacherSTRENIO

Helped clarify difficult economic concepts through various teaching mediums.STRENIO

Maybe a little more organization when doing lecture will be helpful. Overall the contents were very helpful.STRENIO

She was incredibly patient in allowing students to express their opinions and views while still maintaining contract and redirecting the focus of the class back to the
original topic. She also used the slides as a tool, not as something to read from verbatim and bore us all to death.

STRENIO

She helped the students with any questions that were about the economy and politicsSTRENIO

communicated wellSTRENIO

Made sure the class was interesting even though it was 3 hours long.STRENIO

Professor Strenio did an amazing job at engaging with the students and getting their opinions on most subjects that we discussed.STRENIO

1) She was very accommodating with my schedule with all U events. 2) she was not bland, creative with a lot of team exercises. thanks Jacki!STRENIO

She always attempted to keep the class on track and moving in the right direction.STRENIO

Outside articles Current day examplesSTRENIO

Jacki knows what she is doing and encourages everybody's participation and learning overall. Also, she'll make you do push upsSTRENIO

Her ability to effectively navigate through a 3 hour block, and ability to ground the material to make the environment enjoyable.STRENIO

Presented the material very efficientlySTRENIO

SkillsSTRENIO

She is organized and very understandable. She allowed us to state our opinions. I learned a lot from this class.STRENIO

Very knowledgable and helpful. Provided great examples and lectures to help us learn all of the materials.STRENIO

Very professional and very informative and very approachable.STRENIO

Engaging the entire class and passion for the material and the studentsSTRENIO

Instructor presented the content in a fun way and kept the class engaged. She made sure the students understood what was being taught. Jacki was one of my
favorite teachers at the U.

STRENIO

The instructor was organized and ready for the lecture, made great effort to involve the class, and to ensure that the students had every possibility to succeedSTRENIO

I really appreciated this class. For a three hour economics class the professor was very effective at keeping the class engaged and interested. I learned a lot through
her lectures. The only part of class I didn't enjoy was a few people that commented way too much without ever really giving meaningful insight. I would have hoped
the professor would speak to the one or two people privately about the amount they spoke and interrupted, because it really was quite annoying and distracting from
the actual lecture.

STRENIO

She is knowledgeable, a good lecturer, and was good at interacting with the class.STRENIO

Very good at keeping the classroom open to others thoughts and stimulating ideasSTRENIO

Jacqueline Strenio made sure that everyone understood the material, and made sure that everyone understood the effect it had on their daily life.STRENIO

Question: Instructor Comments

I liked how the slides were posted online so I could review them later and follow along in class. I also liked how everything was organized very clearly, in regards to
the notes and class structure.

groups

The power points and the small video clips were helpful

Class participation was encouraged which kept myself personally interested and engaged. Repetition of concepts via the lecture, slides, or worksheets also helped
me to learn and remember important concepts.

The lectures are good, however there needs to be more helpful materials for the tests

The PowerPoint was available to view before class, but there was missing information and missing slides. Class was 3 hours long, which made it difficult to sit for
long periods of time.

just show up to class, and you can't fail

I found that I liked that we were able to be given copies of the presentations used in class. This made following along and keeping up outside of class much easier. I
only wish more of the information were on the copy given to us, as it left out some pieces.

I think that the powerpoints the teacher uploaded to canvas before class was really good, it helped me prepeare for class in a better way.

I liked that I was tested on what I learned in the course and I like being able to talk to my instructor on any problem I have.

1) What helped me most was the slide format, i could download them real easy and jump ahead if i needed to. 2) the review sessions were well put together and
made studying for the tests easy.

The clear layout of the class and the limit on assignments helped me most
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She is very friendly and patient and she was very engaging having the most of the class participate in her lessons.STRENIO

The instructures strength is that she is a good speaker, and eager to teach her students.STRENIO
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University of Utah
Spring 2015, ECON 1740 US Economic History Section 70
Instructor: STRENIO, JACQUELINE (Primary) Results rolled up with child course(s): ECON 174 70

There were: 10 possible respondents. Responses are on a 6 (Strongly Agree) - 1 (Strongly Disagree) scale.

33% (2)33% (2)33% (2)5.255.264.985.13460%6Overall, this was an effective instructor. (STRENIO)15

33% (2)33% (2)33% (2)5.335.355.195.24460%6
The instructor was available for consultation with students.
(STRENIO)

14

33% (2)33% (2)33% (2)5.365.385.145.30460%6
The instructor encouraged student opinions and
participation.  (STRENIO)

13

33% (2)33% (2)33% (2)5.435.425.235.30460%6
The instructor demonstrated thorough knowledge of the
subject.  (STRENIO)

12

33% (2)33% (2)33% (2)5.365.405.185.27460%6
The instructor created/supported a classroom environment
that was respectful. (STRENIO)

11

33% (2)33% (2)33% (2)5.155.184.895.03460%6
The instructor presented course content effectively.
(STRENIO)

10

33% (2)17% (1)17% (1)33% (2)5.215.265.005.093.8360%6The instructor was organized. (STRENIO)9

33% (2)17% (1)17% (1)33% (2)5.115.164.905.023.8360%6Overall, this was an effective course.7

50% (3)17% (1)33% (2)5.135.164.914.99460%6I learned a great deal in this course.6

50% (3)17% (1)33% (2)5.205.275.075.19460%6
Assignments and exams reflected what was covered in the
course.

5

33% (2)17% (1)17% (1)33% (2)5.125.204.945.043.6760%6
The course materials were helpful in meeting course
objectives.

4

60% (3)40% (2)5.125.184.925.03450%5The course content was well organized.3

33% (2)17% (1)17% (1)33% (2)5.215.265.005.143.8360%6The course objectives were met.2

17% (1)17% (1)33% (2)33% (2)5.215.265.015.153.560%6The course objectives were clearly stated.1

Str
Agree

Agree
Mild
Agree

Mild
Disagr

Disagr
Str

Disagr

5.165.214.963.83Course QuestionsGrp

5.305.325.083.98Instructor Questions (STRENIO)Grp

Sch
sp15

Div
sp15

ECON
sp15

1740
Avg

AvgRRNQuestion Text

She provided extra credit options to go to guest lectures that she herself attended. You could tell she knew the subject very well and she always answered questions
completely and clearly.

STRENIO

it's goodSTRENIO

She did a very good jobSTRENIO

Question: Instructor Comments

All the power points were provided on canvas and each person as a scribe

Really liked that I could go to the Marriott Library and check out the text book to study for a few hours without having to buy it. The course work followed the
lectures really well.

it's good

All slides , book

Question: Comments on course effectiveness

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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